UTS &amp; Alcatel partner for innovative global research
program
Alcatel (Paris: CGEP.PA and NYSE: ALA), and the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) today announced a
groundbreaking partnership that will solidify existing research ties and broaden collaboration on applied research
programs.

Alcatel (Paris: CGEP.PA and NYSE: ALA), and the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) today announced a groundbreaking partnership that will
solidify existing research ties and broaden collaboration on applied research programs.Under the terms of the partnership, UTS will become a member
of Alcatels Research Partner Program, established to foster Alcatels technology innovation through tight relationships with best-in-class universities
and research Institutes. UTS is the first institution of higher learning from the Asia Pacific region to join. As a member of the Partner Program, UTS
brings Australian talent, research and innovation to the international stage and joins a cadre of other prestigious international research organizations
that collaborate with Alcatel to develop leading-edge communication solutions. Initially, the global partnership will involve the engagement of several
UTS faculty members in two key areas: gaining a better understanding of what motivates consumers of communication technology to use devices for
interacting with one another and determining how the consumers experience in using those devices can be enhanced. Im proud to welcome UTS as
Alcatels first global research partner in the Asia Pacific region. With its end-user-centric approach on telecommunications, UTS brings a special flavor
to our research activities that will certainly be of high value for Alcatels future, said Jolle Gauthier, Vice President of Alcatel Research & Innovation.
The decision to partner with UTS makes good sense, given the positive results we have seen from past collaboration and the Universitys clear focus
on applied research, practice-oriented education and its commitment to innovation, said Vince Pizzica, Chief Technology Officer for Alcatel Australia.
R&D is a vital ingredient in Alcatels commitment to the industry but we must look to innovative ways of making that investment. Adding to our already
significant local investment in R&D, the partnership with UTS gives us access to Australias finest academics and post-graduate students. Above all, it
gives UTS access to business-relevant and real life projects.The partnership provided rich opportunities for UTS postgraduate students to work to
identify new telecommunications solutions and securing valuable international contacts. UTS researchers and students will participate in exchange
programs with other Alcatel global Research and Innovation centers, providing enormous scope for the transfer of knowledge and skills. This is the
kind of partnership Australian universities must increasingly foster for research in this country to gain a stronger footing overseas and for our
institutions to be considered equal in prestige to those already recognized internationally, said UTS Vice Chancellor Professor Ross Milbourne.
Through participation in the Alcatel Research Partner Program, UTS joins the Sarnoff Corporation and the University of Texas at Dallas in the USA;
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique (INRIA), Groupe des coles
de Tlcommunications (GET), Interuniversity MicroElectronics Center (IMEC), Heinrich-Hertz-Institut (HHI), and the University of Stuttgart in Europe;
and Carleton University in Canada.The new partnership expands existing ties between Alcatel Australia and UTS that were forged in 1999 when the
two organizations collaborated under an Australian Research Council (ARC) linkage grant for research into Next Generation Network Management.For
more information on the Alcatel Research Partner Program, please visit Error! Bookmark not defined.About AlcatelAlcatel provides end-to-end
communications solutions, enabling carriers, service providers and enterprises to deliver content to any type of user, anywhere in the world.
Leveraging its long-term leadership in telecommunications networks equipment as well as its expertise in applications and network services, Alcatel
enables its customers to focus on optimizing their service offerings and revenue streams. With sales of EURO 16.5 billion in 2002, Alcatel operates in
more than 130 countries.
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